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The tenth edition of Photo Phnom Pen 2019 will open at the French Institute of
Cambodia, which remains the main partner, on October 24, 2019.
It will be both an opportunity to remember this incredible adventure that has made the festival
a reference, an important moment of exchange between Asian and European creators and the
platform that has allowed the emergence of a "school" - but they are all different in their
aesthetics - of Cambodian photographers, from the three generations who followed the
nightmare of the Khmer Rouge period.
On the wall of the Embassy of France, a symbolic place for the festival, will be exhibited the ten
most important contemporary Cambodian photographers, to pay tribute to them and also to
highlight the progress made in the field of photography in the country in such a short time. At
the French Institute of Cambodia, whose exterior wall will offer large-scale “photos souvenir”
of past editions, Mak Remissa, the reference artist, will unveil for the first time ten self-portraits
painted in oil declining his years as a press photographer, he will exhibit with ten of the
photographers who, in residence, gave their vision of the city of Sète at the invitation of the
festival ImageSingulières and also photographs of family albums transformed with painting
by artist Kong Vollak.
Another Cambodian reference Pha Lina will exhibit his symbolic work on the illegal
exploitation of Kro Nhoung, so popular in China and for which poor Cambodians take the risk,
by crossing illegally the Thai border, to be slaughtered by the border police and the army
guarding the passage between the two countries.
If the spaces which, in an amicable way, host the exhibitions of the festival will still be at the
rendezvous, there will be some novelties, of which one in full center, very close to the National
Museum, for nice surprises.
On the occasion of this tenth edition a new partnership with the Delegation of European
Union will permit us to exhibit on their walls, outside, near the Monument of Independence,
ten European photographers who have already participated in PPP and which each offer an
image echoing the concerns around climate change and the environment. As part of this
collaboration, we will have again the Intersection program which brings together five
European and five Cambodian photographers working on the same topic and, for the first time,
in Siem Reap, at the excellent Batia Sarem Gallery, the presentation of ten Cambodian
photographers, from the most prestigious to the youngest.
We will continue the presentation in the public space, with four exhibitions in Koh Pich
(Diamond Island), meeting place of the youth of the capital with, again, a dialogue between

European and Asian artists. And, always in the same spirit, we will return in the high schools
and colleges of the city center with the exhibitions full of cold, ice and poetry, as much as
questions of the environment of Charles Xelot and Céline Clanet.
Asia will be represented with the spectacular photographs of bicycle cemeteries shared in China
by Wu Guoyong, by the philosophical and poetical work of the Korean Jun Ahn who gives
vertigo and gravitates apples, by the delicate colors of the work of Vietnamese Dat Vu and the
beautiful reflection on photography, light and space of Thai artist Viriya Chotpanyavisut.
Grâce à Manit Sriwanichpoom, qui donnera une conférence sur ses recherches sur les archives
photographiques dans son pays nous allons pouvoir présenter dans l’espace Bophana des
photographies en couleur – et en noir et blanc – des Khmers Rouges et des réfugiés khmers
dans les camps de Thaïlande par le photojournaliste Senee Mongkol.
Thanks to Manit Sriwanichpoom, who will give a lecture on his research on photographic
archival in his country, we will be able to present at Bophana Center color photographs - and
some in black and white - of Khmer Rouge and Khmer refugees in the camps in Thailand by
photojournalist Senee Mongkol.
We will have, exceptionally, three evenings of screening and will change places, from the
French Lycée René Descartes to the new space of the Future Factory in the center and,
of course, the French Institute where, the first evening, we will present a great moment around
staged photography with Japanese Shoji Ueda and French Bernard Faucon accompanied by
live music.
As always, conferences, screenings and portfolio reviews will be part of the first week that will
open with the traditional visit of the exhibitions by the parade of forty tuk-tuk driving in a cool
atmosphere the first visitors.
This tenth edition of the festival, supported by the Ministries of Culture and Fine Arts, as
well as the Ministry of Education of the Kingdom of Cambodia and the Municipality
of Phnom Penh is made possible thanks to the generous support of Mr. Zhong Weixing,
collector and artist, founder of the Chengdu Contemporary Image Museum ; the Institut
Français (Paris); the French Institute of Cambodia, our main partner; the Delegation
of the European Union in Cambodia; the Association of Friends of Photo Phnom
Penh (Paris) and generous private donors.
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OUTSIDE EXHIBITIONS :

Wall of the French Embassy :
Ten Cambodian contemporary photographers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mak Remissa
Philong Sovan
Vannak Khun
Kim Hak
Neak Sophal
Pha Lina
Lim Sokchanlina
Chhin Tang Sothy
Kvay Samnang
Ti Tit
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© Ti Tit

© Lim Sokchanlina

Since the beginning of Photo Phnom Penh the wall of the Embassy of France in Cambodia is
one of the highlights of the festival. It was used for exhibition since the first edition, in 2008, by
a huge collage of the then very young French artist, JR, now recognized worldwide.
For this tenth edition, we wanted, unlike the other years that each time was dedicated to an
artist, to propose a collective exhibition and show contemporary Cambodian photography.
Ten manners of looking, which, in their diversity, show the dedication to serious choices in the
manner of expressing points of view. They explore the contemporary situation of the country
and remember its history, express memory and identity but look also to the future and build
proposals.
This Cambodian "school" of photography, unlike any other, is also characteristic of the
evolution of a country that has been rebuilt after the tragedy. The artists are part of this
reconstruction.
We are proud to say that these ten artists are also, a little, the children of Photo Phnom Penh
and the Studio Images of the French Institute. And we are happy to be able to share them, in
the public space, with all passers-by.

Wall of the Embassy of European Union
Ten European photographers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isabel Muñoz, Spain
Martin Kollar, Slovakia
Elina Brotherus, Finland
Put Put, Switzerland / Denmark
JH Engström, Sweden
Eva Leitolf, Germany
Ruud Van Empel, The Netherlands
Weronika Gesicka, Poland
SMITH. France
John Vink, Belgium
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© JH Engström

© Martin Kollar

The tenth edition of Photo Phnom Penh is an opportunity to renew the collaboration between
the festival and the representation of the European Union, a collaboration which, over the
years, has allowed the development of one of the bases of the event: exchange between
European and Asian artists.
From ten different countries, ten different manners of looking propose, each with its aesthetic,
to point issues related to nature and the environment with, in the background, the effects of
climate change.
The artists don’t “illustrate” a subject or topic largely treated by the European Union, but they
combine this major concern with their own aesthetics.
The function of artists is not to find solutions but to ask the right questions at the right time. By
the manner they choose, they can move us, make us aware, mobilize us.
These ten proposals are also a panorama, admittedly partial but representative, of
contemporary photography. They show how, more or less directly, artists can interpret and
question the world. Sharing their photographs in the public space is a pleasure and an honour.

In the Colleges :
Charles Xelot. France
Preah Sisowath College
There is gas under the tundra

© Charles Xelot

The Yamal Peninsula, in the Russian Arctic, is one of the largest gas fields in the world.
Formerly crossed by herds of reindeer and their Nenets shepherds, the tundra is now covered
with pipes and flares of gigantic factories.
These photographs were all taken in winter, the tundra wrapped in snow providing a
magnificent white background to the industrial spectacle.
Yamal means "edge of the world" in the native language of the Nenet. This geographical
boundary raises questions about the tensions between nature, boundaries and development.
Born in 1985, Charles Xelot is now based in Moscow after working between France and Russia. He was a
biologist and reoriented his career towards photography. He draws parallels and symmetries between usually
distinct domains and questions the world of industry in his relation to man. Following a scientific training, he
began his photographic practice as an autodidact. He was assistant to Ahmet Ertug who introduced him to shooting
with 8 x10 camera, to making books and printing. His work is regularly exhibited and published in magazines
such as The British Journal of Photography, Greenpeace magazine and Le Figaro magazine. He has published
5 books including ones on Russian Orthodox monasteries or on the forest.

Céline Clanet. France
Chaktomuk College
KOLA

© Céline Clanet

These photographs are the result of 5 years of exploration of the Kola Peninsula, also called
Murmansk Oblast or Russian Lapland; an arctic territory located in the extreme North-West
of Russia, surrounded by the White Sea and the Barents Sea. KOLA is a bitter land, where the
inhabitants have to live with a winter without a sun during two months, and a whole year under
an arctic climate. Sami people settled here thousands of years ago, to live as nomads among
their reindeer, and today try to maintain their identity. KOLA is also a secret territory that
housed, during the Soviet era, the largest concentration of military installations and nuclear
weapons in the world; it is still today the basis of the "Fleet of the North", as well as several
closed and military closed cities.
Born in 1977 in Chambéry (France), she graduated from the Ecole Nationale Supérieure de la Photographie of
Arles in 1999. She has been pursuing documentary work, mostly long term projects, since that time. Among others
in the North of Europe, in the mountains, in a farm. She is particularly interested in the relationship between man
and nature.
She has exhibited in France, Belgium, Norway, Switzerland, Finland, USA and Norway.
She published the book KOLA at éditions LOCO and works mostly for magazine, foreign ones and French
ones.

At Koh Pich (Diamond Island) :
Scarlett Hooft Graafland. The Netherlands
Vanishing traces

© Scarlett Hooft Graafland

Scarlett Hooft Graafland’s dream-like photographs provide the record of her carefully
conceived, site-specific interventions and performances in some of the most isolated corners of
the earth. More than ten years from the salt desert of Bolivia to the desolate Canadian Arctic,
the island of Madagascar and the remote shores of Vanuatu, where her interactions reflect an
exchange between nature and culture.
“What pushes me to explore remote places is my nostalgia for regions that are still completely natural. Places that
are untouched, where humans have hardly intervened. I’m fascinated by how people manage to endure and survive
in spite of circumstances that are often rough and rigorous.”
Scarlett Hooft Graafland (b. 1973) received a BFA at the Royal Academy of Art in The Hague, the Netherlands
and an MFA in sculpture at Parson's School of Design, New York. Solo exhibitions have included Huis Marseille
Museum for Photography, Amsterdam, Holland, 2016; Landskrona Museum, Sweden, 2015; Museum for
Photography Seoul, South Korea, 2014; Museo Nacional de Arte, La Paz, Bolivia, 2012; SIM Gallery,
Reykjavik, Iceland, 2004; and Anadiel Gallery, Center for Contemporary Art, Jerusalem, 2000. Her work is
included in several international museum collections.

Kak Sokphirom. Cambodia
One Day One Way

© Kak Sokphirom

Until 2016, there was no train for passengers in Cambodia.
Kak Sokphirom challenged himself by traveling solo on the new railway trains that run through
various parts of Cambodia. Through his adventures, he discovered how people overcame their
obstacles.
“Our society stresses on reaching destinations (or life achievement goals) just like how a train can take you from
one point to another quickly. We sometimes forget that life is a journey of many experiences, not a race to be won.”
Sokphirom was born in 1988. He is the eldest of 11 siblings and was born in ‘Site B’ a Cambodian refugee
camp on the Thai border. He now lives in Siem Reap.
In 2009 he began working as a tour leader. His keen eye coupled with his passion for his country, its heritage
and his ability to enable his guests see his country “through Khmer eyes” set him apart.
He grew up with a father who had a passion for photography and was once again immersed in this world when
surrounded by clients trying to capture their experiences. Photography became his passion.

Guoyong Wu. China
No Place to Place

© Guoyong Wu

The series was shot between March and December 2018 in 20 major cities of China. In May
2015, the first shared bicycles were introduced on the campus of Beijing University. The
concept behind bicycle sharing, “Green Travel” was widely welcomed. In just over two years,
more than 70 shared bicycle companies had sprung up. These companies raised more than 10
billion US dollars in financing and placed around 27 million shared bicycles in major cities
across China. Each shared bicycle brand used a distinct color to differentiate its bicycles from
competitors. The sheer quantity of shared bicycles soon began overwhelming public space. And
their degradation has become a problem.
Guoyong Wu, born in 1963 in Xiangyang, Hubei Province, is a freelance photographer with a background in
hydraulic engineering. In 1992, seeing the opportunities of Chinese economic reform, he settled in Shenzhen. He
quickly photographed several shared bicycle “cemeteries” in Shenzhen and Guangzhou. His spectacular
photographs, just like his video, have been shown around the world. On November 2018, Wu won the "Annual
Visual Award" hosted by Tencent, China's largest Internet company.

Jun Ahn. South Korea
Self Portrait and On Life

© Jun Ahn

Her two series, "Self Portrait" and "On Life" complement each other to analyse - or invent the world. In her self-portraits the young woman, perched on top of buildings gives us vertigo
but never falls, never gives in to the terrestrial attraction. In the second proposal she magically
steals the brightly colored apples that are harmoniously organized in the rectangle and seem
flying. These are, in fact, in both cases, photographs of performances that only existed to be
photographed. From the symbolic transcription of two periods of the life of the artist who, in
the United States where she was a stranger, settled in what most obviously meant the modernity
of her new country, and then returned home to confront the photography, its tool, to the basics
that govern the universe.
Ahn studied at the University of Southern California, where she earned a degree in Art History in 2006, prior to
two years of postgraduate studies in photography at the Pratt Institute.In 2009 and in 2010 she was awarded
the Dean's Scholarship at Parsons The New School for Design, and in 2011 received both the Dean's and a
departmental scholarship. During this time her "Self-Portrait" project received its first major exhibitions, in New
York. The Parsons awarded her a Master of Fine Arts with honors in January 2012, following which she
enrolled in a PhD program in photography at Hongik University in Seoul. Ahn received her ph D degree in
photography in 2017. Her dissertation investigates the aesthetic of high-speed photography and in a relation to
performance and high-speed photography on her work. She published her two series with two Japanese publishers.
She is currently working and teaching in Seoul, Korea.

INSIDE EXHIBITIONS :

At Institut Français du Cambodge :
Ten photographers in residency at Sète.
Anders Petersen ( Sweden), Bertrand Meunier ( France), Cedric Gerbehaye ( Belgium), Juan
Manuel Castro Prieto ( Spain), Stéphane Couturier ( France) , Anne Rearick ( USA), Bieke
Depoorter ( Belgium), Chilean photographers, Juliana Beasley ( USA), Vanessa Winship ( Great
Britain), Christopher Anderson ( USA).
Sète, a port city in the South of France, located between the photographic capitals of Arles and
Perpignan, has a very special festival different than all others. Organized by the CétaVoir
Association, the Festival Images Singulières is dedicated to documentary photography,
whatever the aesthetics chosen by the authors to explore and question the contemporary world.
Among the specificities of this festival, one unique point: for twelve years, every year, a different
photographer has been invited for a residency to propose his portrait and vision of the city. This
work becomes then an exhibition and a book. The choice of photographers, the diversity of
their approach, with great attention to the urban space that extends to the sea and to the people,
to the faces, has built a contemporary memory of the city. By presenting a selection of these
works, we also want to show how the photographers' gaze, with its subjectivity, with its
emotions, is a tool to try to better understand and feel. Let's forget postcards and look for
meaning in images, thanks to the photographers' eyes.

Mak Remissa. Cambodia
10 painted Self-portraits

© Mak Remissa

Since 1995, when he graduated in painting at the Royal University of Fine Arts in Phnom Penh,
Mak Remissa had hardly touched the brush. He had entirely devoted himself to photography.
On the occasion of the tenth edition of Photo Phnom Penh he painted, with oil, a series of ten
self-portraits of him as a photographer. Portraits in which he appears tired, exhausted by the
weight of the cameras, by the repetition too, probably, by a form of boredom, obviously. But
he has lost nothing of his painter's know-how, and even if the palette is more extinct than that
of his photographs, he still questions the meaning of figuration.
Mak Remissa was born on September 5, 1970. After graduating from the Royal University of Fine Arts in
Phnom Penh. He then became a photographer and collaborates with the French daily Cambodge Soir and, since
2006, is the correspondent for the EPA news agency. Alongside his work as a journalist, he develops personal
works, kind of small philosophical tales put in pictures, personal subjects showing how much he is concerned by
both the environment and the memory. All exceptional by the quality of his approach to colour.
Kong Vollak. Cambodia
Our memory

© Kong Vollak

Painting with gold on photographs from family albums, some being the only thing remaining
after the people disappeared during the Khmer Rouge period, is not a manner of collecting
documents but of emphasizing how precious these rare memories are.
"I started questioning my own mother about the events of the war, and then asked other families who relived those
memories through pictures. The story my mother told me was not unlike that of other families who went through

the Khmer Rouge war. More importantly, I wanted to make these memories so precious that I decided to color
them in gold. "
Kong Vollak (born 1983) studied fine arts and sculpture at the Royal University of Fine Arts in Phnom Penh.
He is also a graduate of the National Institute of Education with a diploma in pedagogy in 2007. He also studied
photography with Stephan Janin. In recent years Vollak has participated in workshops and exchanges with artists
from France, Poland and Japan, Cambodia, Andorra, Sri Lanka and Thailand. In 2007, with other artists of
his generation, he formed the group "Stiev Selapak" ("The rebels of art"). In the same year, Vollak was appointed
Curator of Cambodia for the Mekong Art and Culture Project. While developing his work, he teaches at colleges.

At Java Creative Cafe Independence Monument :
Vannak Khun. Cambodia
Kroma Khmer

© Vannak Khun

"Kroma" is undoubtedly the most characteristic Cambodian clothing item. It can be used for
everything and, with its woven geometric patterns, it has accompanied, in all social classes, the
whole history of the country. As headdress as loincloth, decorative element or means of
protection, it is found on the heads of peasants as at the necks of princes. The photographer
turned him into a character by making him evolve in space and, in particular, in those created
by the architect Van Molyvann, also a symbol of the greatness and modernity of the country in
the sixties and seventies. He also continues his series of self-portraits, now with this piece of
tissue and questions the basis of identity.

Born in 1980 in Phnom Penh where he grew up, this lover of all forms of artistic expression really found his way
at the Studio Images of the French Institute of Cambodia where he was trained from 2014. His self-portraits,
for which he projected on his torso elements related to numerology have immediately been recognized and exhibited.
Since then, while practicing body language, he continues to explore issues of identity by staging, especially in the
city, and he questions both his personality and the situation of his country.

At La Plantation :
Dat Vu. Vietnam
De toutes les couleurs

© Dat Vu

Taken during his travels, at the rhythm of his discoveries, based on his fantasy and his curiosity,
the photographs of Dat Vu are not only a travel diary but rather a way to reconstruct the spaces,
and beyond them the world, focusing on its colors. It is indeed this dimension, this way of
combining colors to articulate the shapes that allows him to build, with photography, surprising
spaces, poetic or strange. He looks at them and catches them with a serious visual pleasure and
also, sometimes with a nice touch of humor.
Dat VU is a Vietnamese photo artist born in Saigon in 1991. He studied overseas in Singapore and the US for
about 10 years before returning to Vietnam in 2016. He received his Bachelor of Arts degree with High Honors

in Art Studio from Wesleyan University (Middletown, CT, USA) in 2015. In his work, he is strongly concerned
with the idea of representation, intervention and performance. Having grown up in many different places, from
Saigon to Singapore to Connecticut, he relies on photography to explore, to become familiar with each new
environment, and to form his identity beyond cultural and national borders.

At Future Factory :
Viriya Chotpanyavisut. Thailand
Behind appearances

© Viriya Chotpanyavisut

"To throw something in the air so that a poetic space is born"; "Try to find the breath of light";
"I like things that come from emptiness". These are three sentences of this young artist who
invents a visual poetry without effects, based just on abilities of astonishment, a precise attention
and always awake, a subtle sense of space and an elegant restraint in the expression. He invites
us to look and to see beyond appearances. He uses photography as a real developer, which
makes visible what the human eye does not really grasp, who is able, by framing, to give
importance to what did not seem to deserve attention. No spectacular point, just sensitivity.
Born in 1982 in Bangkok, Thailand. Lives and works between Bangkok and Paris. Graduate of Bangkok
Rangsit University in 2009; from the Ecole Supérieure des Beaux-Arts in Toulouse in 2009 and the National
School of Arts in Paris-Cergy in 2010. All his work, eminently poetic, explores the possibilities of light.

Juan Manuel Castro Prieto. Spain
Los dias noche / Night days

© Juan Manuel Castro Prieto

An unreal universe, which exists only through light and photography. Summoning strange points
of view that refer to his series of the same name, he invents here a universe in which time has
disappeared, in which it is impossible to determine whether we are at night or by day. He
continues his reflection on the tensions between fiction and representation deeply working in
his photography and asks about the relation between reality and its image. A dreamlike
universe, full of mysteries and ambiguity.
Born in 1958, based in Madrid (Spain).
Training scientist and self-taught photographer, Juan Manuel Castro Prieto combines his passions by becoming
one of the best European printers, while developing a photographic writing that is truly unique. Virtuoso dominates
all the subtleties the shooting large format and the work in the laboratory, he considers that the technique must be
at the service of a personal look, and the photography an "excuse for a philosophy of life". He realized in Peru his second homeland - the prints of the great photographer Martin Chambi from the original glass plates. From

there he built, after 10 years of travelling and shooting, his great portrait of the country "Viaje al Sol", the journey
to the Sun.
Pha Lina. Cambodia
Targets.

© Pha Lina

They are target men. Men who are fired because they committed something illegal to survive.
Kro Nhoung wood, particularly hard, with special texture, is especially appreciated for making
expensive furniture. Overexploited, it is now protected and it’s no more permitted to cut it. It
is, more than elsewhere, prized in China where its price reaches amounts of several thousand
dollars per kilo. Poor Cambodians cross the Thai border to collect the precious wood, and in
difficult conditions, bring it back to the traders who sell it to the East. Every year the Thai army
kills some of these smugglers.
Born in 1986, Pha Lina is interested in photography after attending a workshop in the orphanage where he lived.
He began with photojournalism, working first for the French daily Cambodge Soir, then for The Phnom Penh
Post. He has also developed work of a more personal nature, more symbolic tone related to social issues. Among
others, the extortion of the lands of the inhabitants of Ratanakiri province. He now works for an NGO taking care
of children working on the Phnom Penh landfill.

At Sra’Art Gallery :
Anna Katharina Scheidegger. Switzerland
Diamonds that melt, field study

© Anna Katharina Scheidegger

It is like an inventory whose purpose is to list the different types of ice, "X-rays" using
photograms of glacier pieces. (The photogram is a photographic process without camera,
invented in the 19th century). The most exposed parts react and stain, the result looks like an
x-ray of the object].
"The ice finally prints like a precious diamond, a crystal on paper".
The “MELTING DIAMONDS series, Field Studies”, highlights the fragility of glaciers, the last
traces before the disappearance of these precious crystals, reserves of fresh water essential for
life. So that we can keep track of these glaciers doomed to disappear over the next few years.
Anna Katharina Scheidegger was born in 1976 in Sumiswald, Switzerland. In 2003 she studied video and
graduated from ENSAD (National School of Decorative Arts) in Paris. For the next two years, her apprenticeship
and experimentation continued as a masterclass at Fresnoy, Tourcoing's national studio for contemporary arts.
Two rich years in the film, photos and new media section that she places under the seal of diversity of visual
experiences. Multidisciplinary artist, the subjects invested have social themes, anchored in the present and the
intimate.

Ten contemporary Cambodian photographers
These are the same ones that will be exhibited at the Batia Sarem Gallery in Siem Reap from
November 2nd, but sometimes with different image: Kak Sokphirom, Khun Vannak,
Sokchanlina Lim, Mak Remissa, Neak Sophal, Pha Lina, Philong Sovan, Samnang Khvay,
Sereyrath Mech, Ti Tit. This exhibition, presented with the support of the European Union,
develops the themes around the environment and climate change and dialogue with the
photographs presented on the wall of the Delegation of the European Union.

© Neak Sophal

© Philong Sovan

At Bophana Center :
Senee Mongkol (full surname Daimongkol). Thailand
Reports

© Senee Mongkol

This unknown photographs of a Khmer Rouge camp and of the refugee’s camp of Khmer
people in Thailand, around 1980, show a deep interest and commitment to the people. “These
hundreds of photographs had been incubating within the metal chest for a long time in the heat
and humidity, both accelerating the chemical decomposition of the 35 mm film, altering the
colour, curling the negative, some breaking off, turning to dust. But, the newborn aesthetics
created by time is fresh and powerful, the memento of humanity’s eroded memories, writes
Manit Sriwanichpoom who rediscovered the photos.
Born on 4 June 1952, in Nonthaburi. He won an AFS scholarship as a one year exchange student in America.
Upon his return, he choosed to live a life of freedom and adventure, joining Prachatipatai newspaper as both
reporter and photographer. He became Prachatipatai’s only foreign correspondent to Laos, Cambodia and
Vietnam. Unfortunately, none of his work from his time in Indochina has survived. His last newspaper job was
with Business Times, which closed down in 1979, and he became soundman for foreign TV news teams. Freed
from professional obligations, he photographed for himself. He died suddenly of a heart attack at the young age of
33 years and 9 months, on 11 March 1986.

